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We are really good at generating data.



“Big Data” is everywhere, but it is not one thing.
There are diverse opportunities to impact health care.
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But is the impact of big data living up to its potential?
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What is the ultimate goal?

Improved Outcomes
Life-years/QUALYs
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Scientific Knowledge More Efficient Trials
Lower Healthcare Costs

etc…



Policy increasingly mandates use of real world data.

2010: Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act

Establishment of PCORI 
Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute

2016: 21st Centuries Cure Act

Requires FDA to develop a framework 
and guidance for evaluating real world 
evidence (“RWE”) 
- to support approvals of new 

indications for previously approved 
drugs

- to support or fulfill post-approval 
study requirements.



Sampling Bias

 Clinical trials are designed with precise 

inclusion/exclusion criteria. 

 Treated populations in the ‘real world’ 

do not fall neatly within those criteria. 

 Value of RWE is to quanitify

efficacy/safety within the actual treated 

patient population in the real world 

setting as treatments are prescribed 

beyond the boundaries of those trial 

criteria.

 However, when randomized controlled 

clinical trials and RWE studies disagree, 

we need to understand the source of the 

discrepancy.



Design Challenges

 A data set is often generated with a specific set of questions in mind, 

or generated in the Real World to fill a practical purpose (e.g. billing). 

 However, it’s utility may expand well beyond its initial design. Post-

hoc analysis of data can pose numerous challenges which must be 

addressed

- Initial power estimates may not hold.

- Some relevant variables may not have been collected.

- Lack of control over protocol/sample collection and analysis 

standards (e.g. fasting status, time of collection, kits used).

 A data set may be designed with specific patient behaviors in 

mind.... In years to come adherence may go beyond taking a pill to 

appropriate interaction with devices (i.e. don’t put your Fitbit on your 

dog to win your stepbet or hatch eggs in Pokemon Go…)

 Data aggregation from disparate sources presents challenges from 

data harmonization and integration to privacy concerns.

 Misunderstanding the biases within individual data sets as post-hoc 

studies are designed can lead to erroneous conclusions.



Stratification Challenges

 At the end of the day the goal precision medicine as an 

important goal.

 Regulatory paths to developing new indications should be 

understood early.

 Risk that policies around comparative effectiveness and 

RWE could drive decisions based on population-driven 

rather than precision medicine.

- Failure to recognize that disease population may be 

comprised subtypes, we risk promoting treatments that 

work best “on average”.  

- What we really want is to optimize the overall 

effectiveness to a population by matching each patient 

to their best treatment options.



Those involved in Big Data research
can’t just “throw ball” and hope for the best.
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The biggest impact will come when the 
recipients of big data are consulted up front.



This is why we are here today. 
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